Google Apps for Education  Social Studies Resources for K12
The included resources cross over multiple categories connected to different curricular skills. Clicking
on a resource link will give a longer description that will include images and sometimes an
introductory video.
Chrome Apps and Extensions, along with Google Drive Addons and Apps, can provide valuable
support for Social Studies Teachers, Students, and Classrooms.
Additional Chrome Social Studies Resources can be found using keyword searches in the Chrome
Store: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/category/apps

Chrome Extensions and Apps
Social Studies Resources
Ancient History Encyclopedia
A nonprofit community website that provides free peerreviewed ancient history information.

World Data Atlas
Key statistics, data and visualizations about the world and world's countries and regions at your fingertips

Simple States
Simple States is a fun and engaging educational app, designed to make learning U.S. geography fun for all ages.

NPR Infinite Player
NPR for Chrome: It's the smarter listening experience you expect from NPR, tailored to your personal interests.

Google Cultural Institute
Discover diverse art collections from around the world, uncover the stories behind history’s most significant
moments and take an intimate look at historic sites of the ancient and modern world.

Additional Subject Specific GAFE Resources

Research
instaGrok
It's a research engine that lets you learn about any topic. A graphical concept map shows you how important
ideas connect.

Symbaloo
Symbaloo is a visual way to navigate the Internet.

Quotes Book
Collect and share your favourite quotes and quotations.

Presentations
PowToon Presentations Edu
PowToon lets you create awesome presentations and animated videos

Pear Deck
Interactive presentations and formative assessments to engage every student in your room, every day!

Haiku Deck
With Haiku Deck, anyone can create stunning, imagerich slideshows in a fraction of the time required by most
presentation software.

Creativity
PicMonkey
Free photo editor with Collage, Touch Up, Teeth Whiten, Fonts, Effects, Filters, Frames, Stickers & more

 toryboard That
S
Storyboard That is the world’s best storyboard creator and brings digital storytelling to a new level.

Storybird
Creative digital storybuilding tool for readers, writers, and educators.

Thinglink
Make media come alive. With ThingLink you can easily create interactive image and video content.

Additional Subject Specific GAFE Resources

WeVideo
WeVideo makes video editing easy for everyone and accessible from anywhere.

Additional Resources
Texthelp Study Skills (Google Docs)
Texthelp Highlighting Tools: Select, Highlight, and Group Content Together for Review and Learning.

Google Drive Addons and Apps
Google Docs in Google Drive is a great collaborative writing resource that can be enhanced with
different Addons and Drive Apps.

Flubaroo (Google Sheets)
Flubaroo helps you quickly grade and analyze online assignments and assessments, as well as email scores to
students!

Super Quiz
Super Quiz adds brilliant functionality and assessment tools to a quiz made with Google Forms.

EasyBib Bibliography Creator (Google Docs)
The easiest automatic bibliography and citation generator is now on Google Docs. Format in MLA, APA, and
Chicago style.
Gliffy Diagrams (Google Docs)
Create professionallooking diagrams quickly and easily in Google Docs. Draw flowcharts, wireframes, UML,
ERD and more.

Additional Web Resources
HSTRY  Interactive Timelines

Additional Subject Specific GAFE Resources

